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January 2021 
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
Remote Learning Marking and Feedback 
 
Thank you for all the positive feedback we have received regarding remote learning thus far. It is not easy for 
teachers to adapt to this way of working, and any good feedback is really appreciated. We also know it is 
challenging for some families and we have really tried to factor this into our approach.  
 
This letter is to provide more detail regarding marking and pupil feedback of remote learning. Feedback for 
pupils is very important, and our teachers think very carefully about how feedback can be provided when 
designing the learning sequence. As I am sure you can understand, marking many pupil tasks on a screen can 
be far more time consuming than in workbooks. Whilst teachers will monitor all assignments, and provide some 
individual marking, they will also use the following creative approaches to ensure feedback is effective, 
manageable and promotes independence. 
 

•   Live feedback sessions 
 
•   Self-marking quizzes 
 
•   Self-assessment through provision of mark sheets 
 
•   Self-assessment through editing and improving 
 
•   Whole class feedback summaries 

 
Many tasks will not require feedback, although these will still be monitored by staff.  If teachers have provided 
individual feedback for a given task, it is important that pupils read this and make the necessary adaptations. 
To see individual feedback from teachers, click ‘view my assignments’ above all the set work. If there is a 
speech bubble, your child can click and see attached private comments regarding the work. When work is 
handed back, your child might also see comments on the work. 
 
It is also important that as many pupils as possible join the live sessions. Please let us know if your child is 
experiencing difficulties accessing this and we will endeavour to help you find solutions. 
 
For the small number of pupils who are currently attending school, feedback will usually be given in school by 
the member of staff with that year group. 
 
We want our remote learning offer to be lively, enjoyable and motivating for pupils, and using a wide variety of 
feedback tools will allow us to maintain this over time. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

Kristen Fawcett 

 
  Kristen Fawcett 
  Headteacher 

 


